Glassy ribbon samples were also prepared to illustrate the influence of fast cooling rate on the anomalous exothermic peak above T g . Ingots of alloys were prepared by fluxing techniques first and then ribbons were prepared using melt-spinning. The speed of melt-spinning was ~ 30 m s -1 corresponding to a cooling rate ~ 10 6 K s -1 . As shown in Supplementary Figure 4 , a DSC measurement at a 20 K min -1 heating rate confirmed that there is a similar exothermic peak at T C ~ 612 K. (not shown here). The above features for samples with different thermal histories illustrated that the structure of the metallic glasses could be controlled using heat-treatment around T C .
Supplementary Methods

Heat
Data reduction procedure for S(Q)
The basic theory for obtaining S(Q) from synchrotron or neutron scattering has been
given by Billinge and Egami 1 . In practice, S(Q) was reduced using software PDFgetX2 2,3 .
The incident beam flux was normalized using the ion-chamber counts.
(a) Raw data reduction and polarization correction in Fit2D
The raw data are 2-D images collected using a GE detector plate, as shown by the inset in 
where,
I samp -the sample intensity after background subtraction;α -the absorption factor, which depends on the sample geometry and attenuation coefficients of relevant elements; I multiplethe multiple scattering contribution; I Fluor -the isotropic fluorescence correction.
I corr is obtained after corrections outlined in Eq. (1).
Step-by-step corrections, including absorption correction, multiple scattering (two orders only) correction, and oblique incidence correction (for flat detector plate), as well as fluorescence correction, were applied in sequence and illustrated in Supplementary Figure 6 .
(c) Normalization, correction for Compton scattering The measured scattering intensity is then corrected for the X-ray scattering form factor, calculated from tabulated values. By integrating over a finite and selected range of the high-q data, we can calculate the overall normalization factor N in equation (2) . Compton scattering correction was applied to reduce the incoherent scattering. The tabulated data were used to describe the Compton scattering profile in PDFgetX2.
where, N -a normalization factor; I coh -the coherent, elastic scattering contribution; I incoh -the incoherent or Compton scattering contribution. 
The X-ray form factors <ƒ 2 > and <ƒ> 2 are calculated using tabulated values. Thus, at high Q, the coherent scattering after Laue diffuse scattering correction oscillates around <ƒ> 2 . The weighing factor is set to <ƒ> 2 in PDFgetX2 to obtain S(Q) 1,2 .
Step-by-step correction to obtain the X-ray structure factor S(Q) is shown in Supplementary Figure 6 
